
atomixAIR
Air conditioning remastered from the atom up to deliver superior indoor well‐being, 
safety and comfort, combined with energy efficiency and building emission reductions.

Negate the energy crisis
Save your money and the planet 
Stay safe & comfortable

Copyright OAIRO PMS 2022

21st Century digital disruption technology for building optimisation, 
efficiency and management.



Particle Dispersion 
Pathogens ‐ Bacteria 

Mould ‐ Viruses

WHO Guidelines
World Health Organisation

Up to 73% Energy Savings 

& Emission Reductions

Energy & Emission
Savings

Pathogen Safe
Environments

Indoor AIR
Quality

Brea t h e In, Brea t h e Out , BREATHE EA SY with atomix Air 

Unique patented technology, delivering superior levels of asset profitability and ESG



What would you do for your health and families well‐being?
Video courtesy of CaptiveAIr/YouTube

THE ISSUE…
LEGACY HEATING VENTILATION AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS (HVAC)



leverage your 
asset through 
energy efficiency…
Imagine a 12 ‐ 34% increase on 
your asset portfolio’s value

Efficiency past COP 28

Asset value increase…



SAV E MO N E Y, BREATHE EA SY, R E D U C E E M I S S I O N S with atomix Air 



Energy savings…
atomixAIR delivers up to 73% 
HVAC energy & emission savings

Derived from our unique gas law algorithm optimising and 
accelerating thermal equilibrium.
Thanks to the molecular efficiency within the space we are 
able to optimise and micro control the HVAC equipment in 
1% increments with complete synchronicity, delivering large 
energy and emission savings.

OAIRO aDD-HVAC, a unique solution for your every day
comfort and efficiency

Increases your bottom line profits

atomixAIR Dynamic Diffusion delivers energy savings and emission reductions



Wellness…
Air quality is critical to your comfort, 
health and performance

Indoor air quality drives occupant performance, vital 
decision making, learning, health and fitness.
OAIRO delivers purified Air to your spaces, filtered to 
ensure it is free from harmful pathogens
Occupant satisfaction drives asset yield, re‐lease and 
occupancy ratios, profits.
Delivering Productivity increases of up to $15,500 per 
employee per year. (Source Harvard study)

Lower absenteeism rates by up to 35%.
(Source World Green Building Council)

YOUR DUTY of CARE to occupants, a healthy building

Source LBNL UC Berkley,
California

atomixAIR Dynamic Diffusion delivers fresh oxygenated air to your space



Particle Dispersion…
Viral load = how much virus is present in an infected 
person’s body or in the air. The higher the viral load, the more 
severe the risk of disease.

Shedding = how much virus an infected person is producing 
and releasing (example coughing or sneezing), which could 
potentially infect others.

Minimal infective dose = a statistical average based on 
the smallest number of virus particles needed to infect 50% of 
individuals. The actual minimum number of virus particles 
required to infect could vary slightly between individuals.

Intuitively it might make sense to say the more virus, the 
worse the disease. But in reality, the situation is more 
complicated. In the case of the original SARS or influenza, 
whether a person develops mild symptoms or pneumonia 
depends not only on how much virus is in their lungs, but 
also on their immune response and their overall health.

A study on COVID‐19 patients in China links high viral load 
to worse symptoms, so particle dispersion is a key factor 
towards limiting exposure and inhalation.

A high viral load gives a bug a 'jump start' and raises the 
risk of a patient's immune system becoming overloaded in 
its battle against the virus.

atomixAIR Dynamic Diffusion brings safer air into your building



Featured on CNBC “The Advancements TV Series” & Amazon Prime

UK Offices
Australia Hotel‐Casino
Abu Dhabi Masdar Eco Villa 
Dubai Offices ‐ Factory

‐ 67% HVAC Energy Savings
‐ 71% HVAC Energy Savings
‐ 72% HVAC Energy Savings
‐ 64% HVAC Energy Savings

Dubai Key Worker Hotel 
Thailand Cineplex (iMAX) 
UK British Athletics Gym 
California State University

‐ 69% HVAC Energy Savings
‐ 74% HVAC Energy Savings
‐ 73% HVAC Savings
‐ Coming online Dec 2022

*

Solution…
atomixAIR Value Proposition

 Built Asset Optimisation & Efficiency
 Automatically manages indoor air quality & comfort
 Dramatically decreases energy consumption
 Significantly reduces building emissions
 Increases building profit, yield & ESG



Safer ‐ Healthier 
indoor air quality

controlled, optimised and 
reported in real time.

Optimised for learning, 
working, and relaxing.

ASHRAE & CIBSE.
Pathogen secure 

technology.

Proven
HVAC energy savings 

of up to 73%.

Quantifiable reduction 
of carbon emissions.



COP 27 ‐28, WHY OAIRO…
Health, Well‐being, Energy consumption and Carbon emissions 
are all Issues that already sit at the top of the agenda for 
individuals, corporates, businesses and the public sector.

COVID‐19 has, of course, changed everything. We now know, it is 
at its most virulent within built environments.

OAIRO’s atomixAIR solution uses Dynamic Diffusion to optimise 
energy efficiency, dissipate pathogens fast, using accelerated 
Brownian Motion, mitigating the risks of ingesting a critical dose.

Businesses, economies, futures, lives and livelihoods are now at 
risk from fuel‐energy shortages and expense.

The focus and imperative has shifted from air conditioning to indoor 
air quality‐climate control with energy consumption reduction.

Around the world real estate investors, owners, developers, tenants 
and building users are urgently seeking sustainable solutions,

The time is now for Oairo atomixAIR.



AWARD
WINNING Technology 

Technology of the 
year 2019 California

OAIRO California was proud to receive the 

2019 award for technology of the year.

Presented at the Gala dinner in Burbank 

California.

Supported by Gavin Newsom, Governor of 

California & David Hochschild, Energy 

Commissioner.

OAIRO California team



OAIRO atomixAIR
on CNBC Advancements in Technology

Click graphic to Watch on YouTube also available on Amazon Prime



“atomixAIR, a revolution in indoor 
air quality technology.
We had to have OAIRO in 
our British Olympic training 
facility to give our athletes 
the competitive edge”

We couldn’t have maintained our training program this 
summer without atomixAIR



Features
Modules for functionality



The Product  
SMART Building Management Solution with patented 
advanced Heating Ventilation Air Conditioning
Micro‐Control Software to create superior indoor atmospheres

atomixAir ™

Hosted on DISTECH Controls hardware



GAME C HANGING TEC HNOLO GY
P a t e n t e d C o n t r o l S o l u t i o n ‐ S o f t w a r e Ai 

creates Micro Orbitals for
“Accelerated Thermal Equilibrium”

Increases the efficiency of energy transfer and particle 
dissipation within indoor spaces. Reducing the load on the 

HVAC plant which is then micro‐modulated and 
synchronised in real‐time to deliver the precise pre‐ 

calculated energy level to maintain comfort
+/‐ 0.75ºc. Purified to pm >1.0

Molecules oscillating between Kinetic & Potential Energy

Heat‐Coolth (Energy) transfers at up to 10.6 
times the speed of conventional systems.

atomixAir™
software ‐ Ai



Pe r fo r m a nc e and Ver i f icat ion 
M e c h a n i c a l d e s i g n & e n g i n e e r i n g  

 Energy Audits

 Digital Twin – with Dynamic Energy Simulation

 Design Performance Peer Review

 Performance & Verification audits and surveys

 Performance upgrades

 Utility Metering and Verification

High Performance Engineering

All too often a buildings issues begin the design brief; this 
is due to past oversights on the importance of indoor air 
quality & operational energy efficiency and the 
subsequent HVAC related equipment's ability to be 
controlled and modulated based on real‐time demands.

The OAIRO design team and our partners are proud to be 
at the forefront of a new era, delivering total building 
engineering solutions with live monitoring and reporting.

Built Asset



OAIRO SOFTWARE
21st Century Technology – Analog vs Digital disruption
for building management, optimisation and efficiency

21st Century Software ‐ Network Communication ‐
SMART building systems ‐ Atmosphere technologies

Intelligence
Artificial intelligence utilising certified sensory devices for real‐
time, critical analysis and control of assets.

Communication
Power over Ethernet/IP, simplifies design, de‐risks installation,
increases delivery speed/installation programme and reduces
cost, whilst supporting large scale networking (www)

Simplicity
Plug & Play installation, Low power, User friendly graphics

Reliability
Intelligent networking, with bi‐direction command/response
multilayer data flows, plug and play programming, network‐
device monitoring and alarming.

Profitability
OAIRO’s optimisation and efficiency leads to increased
profitability, through installation cost reductions of up to 17%
with operational costs reducing by up to 73%

Real‐time Ai
Sensory big data, together with Artificial intelligence, optimise the supply of
heat/coolth and air volume to the space to create a completely uniform
atmosphere. This optimises your comfort, air quality, safety and energy
efficiency whilst reducing building emissions.



OAIRO B‐AWAIR
Air Qual i ty Sensors

AIR Quality Education & Awareness
24/7 Real‐Time centralized insight to your environment
Are you safe inside your room?

Intelligence gathering in your building
The smart, all‐in‐one Air quality sensor that delivers a solution
for the 21st century.
(fixed and portable monitoring)

Duty of care ‐ monitoring and reporting
Real‐time sensory data enables us to alert you on any SMART
device of concerns regarding the atmosphere in the space.

Safety ‐ Health, Correlations exist between the level of
TVOC’s, PM2.5 and CO2 in the space, especially with regards to
the risks from pathogens such as COVID‐19.

High TVOC’s can represent output from chemicals and
humans (SARS‐CoV‐2 particles) signalling the immediate need
for ventilation and particle dissipation to ensure your safety.

Actionable Insight
Ventilate, Mitigate or Vacate an unhealthy space

TVOCs ‐ Total Volatile Organic Compounds, including human output such as coughs‐sneezes

Click 97 
to see live 
sensor info 
a non oairo

building



OAIRO B‐AWAIR
SMART DEVICE VISUALISATION 

Measurement & Verification
24/7‐365 Real‐Time centralized insights 
to your built environment

O A I R O B ‐ A W A I R
W E L L N E S S P O R T A L

Intelligence gathering, Visibility ‐ Reporting

Indoor Air Quality
Utilities, electricity, gas, oil, water etc
Environmental
CO2 emissions 
Budgets ‐ Costs

• Intuitive online platform, connected to any SMART device.
• Track real‐time changes in your environment and 

share valuable insights.
• The smart, all‐in‐one indoor environmental dashboard for 

people concerned about their families health and wellbeing.



OAIRO Building OS
Cloud software platform for your 
building utility and ESG Reporting

Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) Criteria? 
KEY TAKEAWAYS

Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) criteria are used to 
screen investments based on corporate policies and to 
encourage companies to act responsibly.
Many mutual funds, brokerage firms, and robo‐advisors now 
offer investment products that employ ESG criteria.
ESG criteria can also help investors avoid investment losses
when companies engaged in risky or unethical practices are held 
accountable.
The rapid growth of ESG investment funds in recent years has
led to claims that companies have been insincere or misleading 
in touting their ESG accomplishments, so real‐time monitoring is 
essential to ensure outcomes of good design and policies.

real‐time optimisation, 
monitoring & control

ESG Alignment
Online monitoring

metrics



OAIRO Smart‐VAV
atomixAir

VAV
(Variable Air Volume)

Fan Coils or
VRF Cassette Units

CAV
(Constant Air Volume)

Modes of Operation atomixAIr or
VAV ‐ Business as Usual VAV FCU ‐ Recirculated Air CAV

Indoor Air quality control Fully controlled
Low control 
or CO2 only No control No control

Comfort ‐ accuracy +/‐ 0.5ºc +/‐ 3º c +/‐ 3º c +/‐ 3º c

Comfort ‐ Humidity Limited to 61.2% No Control No Control No Control

Energy Efficiency Premium
(up to 73% better) Good Average to Poor Poor

Sustainability Excellent Good Poor Poor

Technology Dynamic Diffusion
Patented by OAIRO

Convection 
strong air flows

Convection 
strong air flows

Convection 
strong air flows

Drafts – Hot Cold areas No Yes Yes Yes

Control ‐ Fan Speed
Incrementally variable 

(0‐100%, 1% increments)
3 speed 

(Typically 30‐100%)
3 speed 3 speed

Air Purification

Protection (IAQ)

Effective against 
airborne pathogens

Warranty ‐ Value

Powered by HEPA
technology Medium Zero to Low Medium

<99.97% 60% 10% 60%

Yes No No No

5‐20 years 1‐3 Years 1‐3 Years 1‐3 Years



Banking
Warehouses
Agriculture
Industrial units
Data-Centres
Aircraft Hangers
Airports
Retail outlets
Malls
Mosques
Hotels
Residential towers

Houses - Villas
Listed buildings
Palaces
Theatres
Car parks
Hospitals
Schools
- Aircraft
- Ships
- Submersibles
-Automotive

atomixAir Partners required in the following markets

Atomix technologies are equally applicable to Retrofit & New build properties



Click here toopen
CASE STUDIES



2020
Patent scientific review. 
Commercial contracts 
secured in UK‐UAE‐US. 
Pipeline development 

Technology‐Patent valuation
$2.1b (HSBC‐Solomon).

2014‐2018
Successful pilot projects 

Abu Dhabi,
Australia & Dubai. 
Patent Applied For.

2019
Patent prior art search 
and scientific review.

Implemented pilot projects in 
Thailand & UK.

Developed Supply chain 
and partner model.

2012
Research project 

into human well‐being
in enclosed spaces and the

affects of air quality on 
physiology, biology 
and performance.Development Timeline

2021‐22
Patent Granted
atomixAIR

atomixAIR released to market.
Global partner onboarding.

2022 Deploy International well‐ 
being & energy efficiency projects. 
Signed MOU’s in excess of £168m



atomix Air ™

i n d oor a t m o s p h e re 
c o m f o r t – w e l l n e s s 

ene r gy sav ing  
t ec h n o l o g i e s

A new ERA for human 
comfort and safety 

beyond HVAC

OAIRO, A professional team of industry professionals, 
software developers, cost consultants and scientists.

Atomic Air Patent granted in Feb 2021

Essence: 

Benefit:

Superior Indoor Atmospheres

Ultimate comfort & human well‐being
Controlled Indoor Air Quality with optional levels of purification 
Controlled Temperature, Humidity (+/‐ 0.5º)
IoT web monitoring, control, reaction, analysis & reporting 
Energy, CO2 emission & Operational savings of up to 73% 
Reduced infrastructure demand

Reasons 
to 
Believe:

i. Case studies
Berretta Hotel – Gaming facility
Masdar Eco Villa resulting in Carbon Zero ‐ awarded Estidama 5 Pearls 
Khansaheb Offices / factory – Green building certified
Major Cineplex ‐384 seater cinema
UK – Offices & Athletics training facility 
USA – California State University

ii. OAIRO atomixAIR ‐ Physics Testing & Verification
The University of Melbourne
Dr Behzad Rismanchi PhD. MIEAust, Cem. 
Lecturer in Building Physics and Energy 
Department of Infrastructure Engineering

iii. OAIRO atomixAIR – Senior Advisors
Ian Watts, MD of Long and Partners, OAIRO Technical director
L&P have a great many of London’s finest buildings as their calling card, 
and pride themselves on engineering and sustainability technical 
excellence
Dr Ari Kahn PhD, Biology and data advisor
“Data Czar” of the largest cancer genomics project in history 
PhD. in Computational Sciences and a MS in Molecular Biology.
Simon Ward, Director Distech controls
An innovative global building controls company with over 2500 system 
integrators worldwide
Graham Harle, CEO Gleeds, Project management & Costing advisor 
Independent global property and construction consultants since 1885



Development Timeline

Patent Granted
atomixAIR

atomixAIR released to market.
Global partner onboarding.

2022 Deploy International well‐ 
being & energy efficiency projects. 
Signed MOU’s in excess of £168m

Global Esco Hellas PC ‐ Global Esco UK Ltd ‐ Restructuring 
Consultants Middle East – Sustainable Enterprises, Inc.
+30 6980904949 ‐ +30 211 4180 965
George.sanidas@globalesco.com
4, Chalkidi str., Moschato, Athens 18345, Greece
39, 25th Martiou, Ptolemaida, 50200, Greece
www.globalesco.com
www.resconsme.com
Your Circular Economy Expert Partners
GREECE – BAHRAIN – UK

mailto:George.sanidas@globalesco.com
http://www.globalesco.com/
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